
 
 

PETER’S PERFECT WATER RECIPE for NATURE 2 
 

STARTUP:  Remove the filter lid and fill the spa through one of the filter holes to the fill line on the 
weir gate, or approximately two to three inches above the filter(s).  
 

1. Turn on the power at the service disconnect or at the main breaker. There will be a short delay and 
then the tub will come on. Turn on the jets and verify that there is sufficient water flow.  

2. ----- Set the time of day.  
3. ----- Set the filter cycles to 6 hours of filtration for every 12 hour period. (Set Dream Maker filter 

cycle to FO). Note: See manual for specific instructions for setting filter cycles if needed. 
4. ------Test the water with a test strip, and adjust PH if necessary, using Spa Up or Spa Down.  
5. ----- Adjust total alkalinity, using Alkalinity Increaser or Spa Up or Down if needed.  
6. ----- Adjust total hardness using ½ to 1 bottle Calcium Booster to raise Hardness.  
7. ------- Install the Nature 2 Cartridge by placing in filter area. DO NOT PUT NATURE 2 IN FILTER, 

DO NOT USE YELLOW EXTENDERS! (Cartridge must be replaced every four months along with 
fresh clean water).  

8. ------- Add one tablespoon of Spa 56 to activate the new Nature 2 Cartridge.  
9. ------- Re-check levels again in one (1) hour. 

NOTE:  Chemical quantities are based on tub volume of ~400 gallons. Adjust accordingly! 
 
WEEKLY MAINTENANCE:  
 
After each use add 1 tablespoon of Review Shock. 
 
Monday: Test water and adjust pH and alkalinity and add one ounce of Bright and Clear and one ounce 
of Spa Perfect per 100 gallons of water.  
 
Wednesday: Add one ounce of Spa Defender.  
 
Friday: Add one tablespoon of Spa 56 and one capful of Renew Shock.  
Run the jets on high for 30 minutes with the cover off the spa.  
 
MONTHLY:  Rinse out filter(s) then either soak the filter(s) in Filter Cleaner for at least 3 hours or 
overnight, or spray on instant cartridge cleaner and rinse off after 15 minutes then reinstall. 
 
CHEMICALS USED: 
 
SANITIZING             MAINTENANCE                       TESTING & ADJUSTING  
Nature 2                   Spa Bright and Clear                 Spa Up  
Renew Shock           Spa Defender                            Spa Down (rarely used) 
Spa 56                      Spa Perfect                               Alkalinity Increaser (rarely used) 
                                 Filter Cleaner                             Calcium Booster  

                                                                        Test Strips  
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